
Youredi Introduces a Groundbreaking Solution: Carrier Emission Report Connectivity  

Las Vegas, United States, February 6th, 2024 – Youredi, a leading provider of fully managed 

data integration services and connectivity solutions for logistics and the global supply chain, 

announces the launch of its innovative Carrier Emission Report Connectivity solution. This 

solution caters to logistics service providers, logistics service buyers, and LogTech software 

providers by offering them direct connectivity with carriers to access actual carbon emission 

data for their shipments. 

In response to the global imperative for environmental responsibility, shippers around the 

world are actively seeking ways to reduce their carbon footprint. Thus, many shippers have 

started to demand actual CO2 emission data from the partners they work with. Youredi’s 

Carrier Emission Report Connectivity enables businesses to enhance their emission 

reporting capabilities and ensure a bright future for their operations. Whether you are a 

logistics service provider, logistics service buyer, or LogTech software provider, our solution 

is the key. 

"The days of relying on historical or industry average data for calculating freight carbon 

footprints are numbered. More and more shippers are demanding a higher standard, and 

that is actual data received directly from carriers. Our Carrier Emission Report Connectivity 

positions businesses to meet these elevated requirements and remain competitive in the 

market," said Jaakko Elovaara, CEO at Youredi.  

 

Ready to embark on a journey toward enhanced emission reporting capabilities? Click here 

to explore the power of Youredi's Carrier Emission Report Connectivity now! 

 
About Youredi: 

Youredi is the leading provider of fully managed data integration services and solutions for 

logistics and the global supply chain. 

 

Youredi enables customers to scale their business and automation needs through its unified, 

modern platform for API and EDI transactions. In addition to technology, Youredi 

understands your business needs. 

 

Youredi's solutions are versatile, secure, reliable, and available as a fully managed 

integration service. Youredi enables quick data connectivity and process integration between 

trading partners of any type. By integrating with ecosystems, carriers, shippers, consignees, 

and the systems they use, Youredi provides scale, speed, and agility for the global market. A 

seamless and timely flow of 100% accurate data provides organizations with the ability to 

analyze and optimize all their supply chain processes. 

 

Youredi has a global presence with offices in Finland, the Netherlands, and the United 

States. 

 

To learn more about Youredi's suite of data integration and connectivity solutions, reach out 

to talktous@youredi.com or visit www.youredi.com. 

 

https://www.youredi.com/carrier-emission-report-connectivity-by-youredi
https://www.youredi.com/carrier-emission-report-connectivity-by-youredi

